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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. Assume

missing data if any.
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Unit IV

7. Define the following :

(a) Fire Point

(b) Cloud Point

(c) Pour Point

(d) Octane Number

(e) Cetane Number. 5×3=15

8. Discuss various methods of storing gasoline

and petroleum fractions safety. 15
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Unit I

1. ‘Petroleum is basically and predominantly

Hydrocarbon’ and hence industry based on it

is called ‘Hydrocarbon Industry’. Discuss the

statement refering to the componsition of

petroleum. 15

2. (a) Mention the distinguishing features of

ASTM, TBP and EFV distillation. 7

(b) Write a note on application of petroleum

products. 8

Unit II

3. What is Cracking ? What is the necessity of

cracking ? Explain the advantages of catalytic

cracking over thermal cracking. Also explain

the influence of various parameters in cracking.

15

4. (a) What is “Vis-breaking” ? How its product

differ from delayed coking ? 7

(b) Explain fluid coking process in detail

with a neat but simple diagram. Discuss

clearing its plus points and constraints if

any. 8

Unit III

5. What is the role of solvent extraction process

in petroleum refining ? Describe the udex

solvent extraction process for removing wax

from lubricating oils. 15

6. (a) Describe briefly the reasons and

procedure for desalting the crude oil

before refining. 7

(b) Compare isomerization and alkylation

with respect to feed-stock, reactions

involved, product, catalysts and utility.

8
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